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From the President

From the Editor

This year’s Splash will take place in November. Once again it will
be a joint exhibition with the Wellington Potters’ Association.
We’re pleased to announce that this year’s guest artist is Alfred
Memelink. Alfred, one of the thirty artists featured in Denis
Robinson’s book New Zealand in Watercolour, has made an
enormous contribution to Watercolour New Zealand over
the years. We look forward to seeing his paintings which he is
currently completing in his time off duty on board the research
vessel Tangaroa somewhere off the West Coast.

Greetings all!

Entry forms, terms and conditions and courier forms for Splash
are included with this newsletter. Submission day for local artists
is Sunday 11 November between 11am and 2pm. Delivery day
for couriered entries is Monday 12 November. Opening night
is Thursday 15 November. The exhibition is open to the public
from Friday 16 November to Saturday 1 December. Collection
day for unsold paintings is Sunday 2 December between
11am and 12.30pm. If you can help us with the set-up from
11 November to 15 November, or the take-down on Sunday 2
December, or with minding the exhibition, then we would love
to hear from you.
Because venue hire charges have increased by nearly sixty
percent, we have had to increase the entry fee to $15 per
painting. This still compares very favourably with entry fees for
comparable exhibitions in the Wellington area.

We always appreciate comments on our newsletters and suggestions for content that would interest members. Please email me
whenever a thought crosses your mind!
More importantly, I am inviting you to contribute. Do you
sometimes have life-space for a challenge which would give
satisfaction? Pick a topic of special appeal to you, something you
have been meaning to learn about, research it and write it up
for others to read. The options are wide. For example: a pigment
– ‘The characteristics of burnt umber’; a technique – ‘Painting
wet-in-wet’; equipment – ‘The range of sketchbooks for watercolour’; a watercolour artist of New Zealand – ‘The work of D.K.
Richmond’; an international watercolourist, contemporary or
historical – ‘The paintings of Nitin Singh’; art in your region –
‘Watercolour in Golden Bay’ ……… any topic that engrosses you
will interest members.
John Toft and I write most of the articles and would like to build
a team of contributors. We already have some excellent writers.
Please note that we are very happy to ‘knock your writing into
shape’ if you are shy about words. Do the research and we’ll assist with the article.
Please email me with your ideas.

This year we are introducing a new category for small paintings.
We hope these will prove popular with buyers. The size of these
paintings (width times height, excluding frame and mat) must
not exceed 200 square centimetres. The entry fee for small works
is $7.50 per painting. In addition to three larger paintings, you
may enter up to two small paintings.
Lastly, we would like to thank our retiring patron, Nancy
Tichborne, for her outstanding contribution during her twelve
years as patron of WNZ. As a keen fly fisherman, I was an avid
collector of Nancy’s fly fishing calendars and her book, Anglers’
Paradise. We extend a warm welcome to our new patron,
Adrienne Pavelka, who has been such a strong supporter of
WNZ over many years. I’m a great admirer of Adrienne and her
work - I own six of her paintings- and am sure she will be a fine
representative for Watercolour New Zealand.

Welcoming our new Patron

Sue Wild, Editor
sue.wildnz@gmail.com

Our next Safari
SPRING SAFARI TO NAPIER
21–25 September 2018
You are invited to join a Watercolour New Zealand painting safari
to Napier. We’ll have a long weekend to paint, enjoy the scenery
and each other’s company. Safaris are for everyone. New painters will be supported by experienced painters. Non-painters are
welcome. Come and make new friends.
Hawkes Bay has a wide range of subjects waiting to be captured
in watercolour.
For further information email:
bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz
(Subject line: ‘Napier Safari’)

John Toft
President, Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

Watercolour New Zealand is very fortunate to have as its retiring
patron and as its incoming patron, two brilliant watercolour artists
and wonderful New Zealanders, both of whom are featured in
Denis Robinson’s book New Zealand in Watercolour.

Thanks to Nancy Tichborne
Earlier this year we said a heartfelt thank you to Nancy Tichborne.
Nancy has been patron of Watercolour New Zealand for twelve
years. She emphasises the great pleasure she has taken in the
position, especially as she feels the standard of watercolour in New
Zealand has improved significantly. In 2012, Nancy was guest artist for the Splash exhibition which celebrated the Diamond Jubilee
of Queen Elizabeth, sharing the honour with two other renowned
flower painters, Susan Worthington and Sue Wickison. Nancy has
regularly journeyed to Wellington to attend our exhibition openings. She remains a very enthusiastic member, watching keenly
as the Society grows. Nancy and Bryan moved from their home
and magnificent garden at French Farm, across the harbour to the
picturesque village of Akaroa. Nancy now has a lovely studio and a
smaller garden. Anyone interested in flowers and watercolour will
be familiar with the superb works painted by Nancy and reproduced in calendar format by Bryan for many years. She is happy to
know that another fine artist is our new patron. (See also Profile of
our Patron Nancy Tichborne in newsletter 143.)

Nancy Tichbourne

Welcome to Adrienne Pavelka
We welcome Adrienne Pavelka as our new patron. Art appreciators across New Zealand know Adrienne’s beautiful watercolour
landscapes, painted with skill and passion for the glorious South
Island back country. Adrienne has been a strong supporter of
Watercolour New Zealand over the years. She has tutored workshops and imbued many students with the hope of emulating her
skill – far more difficult than it appears! For many years Adrienne
has been organising painting trips for artists and is a delightful
and inspiring host. She organised our 2017 autumn safari to Flock
Hill Station in the foothills of alpine Canterbury. Adrienne was
guest artist for the Splash exhibition in 2009. Each year, when we
begin receiving works, we look forward to unpacking and viewing
Adrienne’s entries. She loves to travel from her Lyttleton home to
join the crew in Wellington as we celebrate the opening - she has
already booked her travel for Splash 2018. (See also Artist Profile of
Adrienne Pavelka in newsletter 162.)
Adrienne Pavelka

Welcome to our new members:

Mayya Tretyakova (Christchurch) • Ann McSweeeney (Rotorua) • Claire Broughton (Matamata) • Marilyn Edwyna Park (New
Plymouth) • Robyn Hall (Wellington) • Elizabeth Heatlie (Geraldine) • Lorraine Adams (Kerikeri) • Anne Ny (Christchurch) •
Martin Reyners (Wellington) • Vicky Wang (Auckland) • Barry Enslin (Wellington) • Patricia Rainsford (Auckland)

New Members welcome!

We are the national society for watercolour artists and welcome new
members from around New Zealand. Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities,
exhibitions and discounts at art stores. Annual subscription: Member – $40 Couple – $50 Student (enrolled) – $15

Name

....................................................................................

Address ............................................................................................

Phone

....................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Mobile ....................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Email

.............................................................. Post code..........................

....................................................................................

Please circle: I am a practising artist / a keen learner / an art appreciator / partner of member ...................................
Please post with subscription to:
Membership, Watercolour New Zealand,
PO Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046, New Zealand
Watercolour New Zealand Bank Account: 010607-0026637-00

President: John Toft
Vice President: Sue Wild

04 934 2699 jdtoft155@gmail.com
04 526 7304 sue.wildnz@gmail.com

Treasurer: Jill Hartstonge 04 567 6938 jillhartstonge@xtra.co.nz

New members who would like a listing in the Artist Directory on our website, please email to: support@anuko.com
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George Post (1906-1997)
A California Watercolourist
By JOHN TOFT

popular – he sold almost everything
he produced on the trip.
“I think that the first split-second
He
had
been inspired to paint
reaction, that first wonderful visual
watercolours
after visiting an
image, is the thing one must try
exhibition
by
a well known San
to project on paper, not the very
Francisco
artist
Stanley Wood
literal and painstaking eyeful”
in
1929.
At
art
school
there was
George Post was born George
no
instruction
on
watercolour
Booth Root III at his grandfather’s
painting – it was regarded as a
house in Oakland, California. His
medium for doing quick sketches
parents divorced soon after he
in the field which would be
was born – Post didn’t meet his
translated into oil paintings back
father until he was in his early
in the studio. The time he spent
thirties. He lived in Oakland with
on the WPA enabled Post to get
his grandfather until he was
to grips with watercolour. He
seven, then went to live with his
George Post demonstrates
told an interviewer “Somehow
mother and sisters in Gold Hill, Nevada, a mining town where his
oil
never
suited
me.
It’s
so
that
I
have
just kept to watercolour all
stepfather, Walter Post, was superintendant of the Yellow Jacket
through these years and become, of course, quite adept with it, and
Mine. During the four years he spent in Gold Hill he changed his
created a definite style that seems to be my own like you naturally
surname to Post.
would do if you had stuck to a medium as long as I have. I’ve tried
In 1919 the family moved to San Francisco and then two years later
oil and I find it very exciting and a fine medium, but not for me.
to Oakland. Post’s high school art teacher recognised his talent and
It just doesn’t seem to suit my temperament. I like so much to do
submitted his work to the California School of Fine Arts in San Franthings quick and fast and with such spontaneity that I can’t seem to
cisco, where he was awarded a scholarship. In 1927, after two and a
pull it off in the medium of oil.”
half years at art school, Post had to leave and go to work.
Another reason Post was drawn to watercolour was that he loved to
He told an interviewer “So my brother was working in the C&H
paint outdoors, regardless of the weather. He reduced his equipSugar Refinery so I went up there for a year and had a good taste
ment to a minimum, never using an easel: “I’ve always just put
of freedom. I mean, not freedom but independence, I guess, in
the board right on the ground where it is flat and not too vertical,
making my own living. One day I decided that I hadn’t gone to art
almost flat, then worked from a tiny stool. It is only quite recently
school for two and one half years for nothing, and I ought to get
that I have resorted to a little stool because all these years I’ve just
out and start doing something in art because I was getting a little
squatted in front of the board and worked from my knee, well not
satisfied with the routine of the sugar factory. Anyway, I quit the
on my knees but just squatting.” He worked quickly, completing a
next day, which was kind of a hard thing to do in those days – this
painting in about an hour.
must have been around the late Twenties...I came back to San
Post described his approach in the following terms: “I like to get an
Francisco and started looking for art work, which is always difficult,
impression of what I’m doing and then sort of clamp it in my mind,
but I found some newspaper advertisements, furniture, pen and ink
interpret it in a way in my mind that I first felt it as an impression,
illustrations, to do for a little furniture store out in the Mission disand not to be too literal, but to identify it and relate it to the vicinity
trict in San Francisco and it was a start. From that it led to one thing
and the place that it is, and then to interpret it in a quick, fast way
and another and I sort of got into the commercial art field for a
and simplify it by leaving out a lot of unnecessary things that are
while. Then the Depression came, badly, and I had to go to sea. I got
there that you don’t need, so you use the parts that really make it
a job on an oil tanker to New York and did some watercolours on
work rather than all the unessential areas.”
my hours off. When I came back to San Francisco...I showed them
He stressed the importance of simplicity: “The thing that makes
at the East-West Gallery...Well anyway, they seemed to take off very
any painting interesting and worth looking at is the simplicity with
instantly and in the next year or so, I became quite well known as a
which you do it, without cluttering it up with too much stuff.” He exwatercolour painter.”
plained how he went about achieving this in deciding on the comPost’s reputation resulted in him being put on the WPA, a Depresposition of his paintings: “There are an awful lot of things that you
sion era New Deal relief work scheme. As he described it, “I had to
look at with your eyes that are superfluous sometimes in a comporeport to the office with an armload of watercolours once every two
sition, as a painting. So I think that you have to judge which area
weeks...I didn’t have a car or automobile in those days. I’d go hitchof the thing you’re looking at is the part that will make the most
hike or go by Greyhound bus and I went all over the state. It was
interesting and exciting part of a composition. Then there are other
a most wonderful experience to have so much freedom and to be
areas that are unnecessary or superfluous that you don’t need, so
getting $90 per month, which was a fortune in those days because
you have to be aware, I think, of what to leave out and what to put
we were all getting along on so little money. It was a wonderful
in. And some areas you would – I would, at least – emphasise more,
start and I was never happier, I don’t think, than in those days when
exaggerate them more than they actually are, and others diminish
I could just go roaming all over the country and just do watercolthem, still keep them maybe in the painting, and then still others to
ours. It was a good start and I learned an awful lot by having so
completely obliterate.”
much time and freedom to just paint.” The paintings Post produced
After World War II, when Post worked as a cargo stowage planner
were framed and hung in public buildings such as schools and
for the Liberty and Victory ships transporting military supplies to
libraries.
the Pacific, he was asked to teach at the California College of Arts
In the year and a half he spent on the WPA, Post managed to save
and Crafts in Oakland. Initially reluctant – he had taught painting
seven hundred dollars. He used the money to go to Mexico for four
classes before and not particularly enjoyed the experience – Post
months and from there caught a boat to Hamburg. He spent time
agreed on the condition that he taught only two days a week and
in Germany, Yugoslavia, Italy, France and Belgium returning to San
could take his classes outside to paint on location. This time he reFrancisco thirteen months later, in October 1938, with fifty of the
ally enjoyed the experience, so much so that he continued to teach
seven hundred dollars he had started with still in his pocket.
there for more than twenty years. As well as conducting numerThe paintings and sketches Post did on his European travels proved
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ous watercolour workshops throughout America he also
taught for many years at the Rex Brandt Summer School
of painting in California and the T. H. Hewitt Watercolour
Workshops, which took place at various locations throughout the world.
Post taught that “painting should be quickly and easily
tied together and accented with the individual shorthand
symbols of the artist’s own particular calligraphy.” His
watercolours are in many important American collections,
including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Fine Arts
Museum of San Francisco, the Oakland Museum, the San
Diego Museum, the Santa Barbara Museum of Art and the
Smithsonian American Art Museum. His individualistic
almost quirky style of painting was sufficiently modern to
please the progressives but also appealed to more conservative tastes.
Asked by an interviewer to describe the major influence
that enabled him to develop as an artist Post replied “I think
it was just the joy of going everywhere and not staying in
just one spot all the time, and recording visually the things
that I found compelling and interesting, and I felt I had to
record them in some way. I wasn’t a writer, so I couldn’t
write about them, nor a poet, so I sketched them and painted them. I think that’s the only influence... Yes, that was the
influence. And the urge, the urge to do it, to record it.”

A Watercolour World First?
Collaborative painting in Bathurst
Jacky Pearson is a member of Watercolour New Zealand and has
taught watercolour in Australia, England, India, Belgium, the Netherlands and at many venues around New Zealand. In July, she taught at
The Art Scene Mitchell Winter School in Bathurst, Australia. The week
comprises classes in drawing, print-making, oils, pastels, watercolour,
mixed media with 27 tutors. As part of the evening social entertainment and fundraising, seven of the tutors painted a 1 metre by 1.5
metre watercolour. The team were David Taylor, Chan Dissanayake,
Joe Cartwright, Robert Knight, John Haycraft, Jacky and Jane Blundell.
The group met to consider their subject and plan the action. They
pored over a variety of photos and selected one of William Street in
central Bathurst, with a moody early morning atmosphere and the
church spire as a focal point. John was assigned the task of drawing
and the rest split into pairs to tackle the painting. Robert and Joe did
the underpainting, Jacky took the background buildings, church and
central island with Jane painting the large side trees; David and Chan
did the cars and added tones to the large trees. Finally David and
Jacky washed in the foreground shadows. The painting was signed
by all seven.

Patzquaro, Mexico

Jane Blundell commentating, David Taylor and Jacky Pearson in action

There was no rehearsal. Jacky described the team as all chiefs and no
Indians. The painting took about an hour with much politeness and
diplomacy. Jane gave a running commentary to keep the 300 strong
audience bubbling, augmented with much side-line banter from the
other twenty tutors!
The sale of the painting raised $7500 (AUD), enough for seven scholarships. Paul Malouf, director of the school, donates these scholarships to people in physical or mental strife who need their spirits
raised by the wonder of creating artworks.
David Taylor suggested that a single watercolour created by a team
of seven may be a world first!

The Team, Bathurst 2018

Ship Interior

Bridge Over Stream
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J K Reed – “My Ideal Job”
By PETE JAMES
“What are we going to do with all these paintings?” John Keith
Reed’s father asked in 1961... so an exhibition of sixty of the
talented 16 year old’s works was held at the Dunedin Library and
it was no surprise to those that knew him that more than three
quarters of the displayed paintings sold.

found himself surrounded by, and influenced by fellow artists,
and today he recommends that connecting with your fellow
sufferers is one of the most positive things you can do to improve
your abilities, encourage you and really question where you are
going with your art.

Keith had immigrated to Dunedin from Manchester in the UK
with his family in 1954, and his artist father (a school principal)
encouraged his obvious talent. Keith honed his ability to draw
on renditions of military aircraft and battleships. As with many
post World War Two English children he also had the related
experience of his Dad’s military service as an Air Force tail gunner
to inspire him, and he was driven to improve on the pictures of
aircraft and battle scenes on the boxes of the models he would
assemble on the kitchen table. Thinking “I could do better than
that”, he did. However he soon realised that in order to really
introduce elements of drama and atmosphere he was going to
have to produce skies and seas. So he developed his watercolour
painting style, to produce fogs for his destroyers to navigate,
skies for his aircraft to fly in and flames, smoke and explosions for
them to be destroyed in. He found watercolours convenient and
cheap, and the effects of controlled transparent washes suited his
purposes rather than the results from the opaque poster paints
available at school.

After Art School Keith moved to Marlborough to take up a teaching position at Marlborough Boys College, and he has remained
happily in the district ever since. “Moved here for the boating,
fizz boats and the like.” Camera and sketch pad go with him
everywhere and he states “I’m fortunate in that I’ve always had an
ability to see a painting.” The Marlborough Sounds have provided
many opportunities to build on the seeing skills developed in
Otago. Buying a piece of land in a rural area, he and his wife
Veronica built their first home, and still live in it. He added a
purpose built studio in the 1980s to work from and to show his
works in because “My wife got sick of having to tidy up the house
every time someone called to see the art!”

Moving to New Zealand, and specifically the Otago Peninsula,
young Keith was drawn to the panoramas and vignettes of the
harbour and surrounds, and having now a grounding in watercolour painting he started to produce paintings of sheds, boats and
low tide reflections. The theme of the water as a mirror has been
an enduring hallmark of his work. Puddles in lanes, reflections of
dramatic skies in lakes, stormy skies abound. The 1961 exhibition
was no fluke, and the young artist, having entered schools exhibitions, was approached by Fisher & Son, a Christchurch Gallery,
who advised Keith “We could certainly get you quite a bit more
than the prices on the back of the ones I saw.” So the successful,
paying, career as an artist began, Keith stating in interview at the
time “My ideal job would be to tour the world painting different
places and increasing my field and experience at the same time.”
Art school at the University Of Canterbury School Of Fine Arts
followed, with Keith attaining his Diploma of Fine Arts in 1968.
Studying the Cubist movement and Abstract Expressionism, he
developed an interest in oil painting, but more importantly he

Keith has exhibited extensively for many years. His relationship
with Fishers continued with them sponsoring him in 1996 on a
study and painting trip to Europe. Press releases of Keith sketching and painting in various European locations whetted the
appetite of potential purchasers and interested parties, resulting
in a near sell out exhibition on his return. A Grand Tour from New
Zealand brought home that market scenes, classic buildings and
vertical “slices of scenes” sold well, and Keith has now travelled
widely and brought many parts of the world back to explore on
paper in his Spring Creek studio. He is also well known for his calendars featuring iconic New Zealand buildings and street scenes
which were produced from 1999 onwards for several years.
Keith retired from 42 years of teaching “four or five years ago” but
enjoyed his time instructing boys “ how to draw a military aeroplane and then showing them that what you had actually done
was draw a cylinder in perspective!” he says with a twinkle in his
eye. You can see that he takes just as much pleasure from that as
he does from his letter of thanks from Bill Clinton. Keith’s work is
held and collected world-wide.
Keith regards himself as an “Expressionistic Watercolour artist with contemporary influences, amongst them Cubism and
American Expressionism.” He paints primarily with watercolour
because “it’s fast, lightning fast.” He’s not bothered about brands
or even grades of paint, but uses heavy papers and recommends

Lakeside activity

big, springy brushes. He’s generally producing what most
watercolourists would regard as very large paintings, often so
large that matts cannot be made for them, and framing them is
daunting. However he is a great advocate for experimentation
saying “the worst thing you can do (in painting), is just repeat
what you know you can do.”
Although he has painted outdoors extensively, he now prefers
to paint in his studio. Reference photographs are essential, but
not to paint directly from “Photos... they just tell you what to
do, whereas you really want to just pinch from nature.” And if he
really wants a shot of atmosphere to transport himself to where
he wants to paint from he uses a photo or even a still from
a video he has taken, displayed, frozen, on a giant TV screen
conveniently mounted in the studio. From this he can “feel the
wind, smell the sea.” A keen musician himself, he requires silence
to paint, no distractions to disrupt the thinking creative process
which he maintains is a complete experience on its own.
Clovelly
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The Five Day Challenge
A first-time Watercolour New Zealand event

John Keith Reed

This event, held in July, challenged members to
paint for 30 minutes daily for 5 days and share
their work on Instagram. The idea was to motivate
people to paint when winter days might easily be
leaving their brushes dry.
We were delighted with the response. 77 paintings
were posted, the work of 22 artists, while others
painted and shared with friends, rather than online. An exciting aspect was ‘connecting’ members.
Catriona from near Manapouri enjoyed seeing
paintings by Judy in Rotorua, Jan in St. Arnaud and
others across New Zealand. We even had three
members participating from the south of France,
Ali painting the English summer and Charlotte
contributing from China. The technology was testing and many took pride in mastering it. Others
hauled in the grandchildren as tech assistants and
found they became interested in their grandparents art!
Rob James describes his experience:
“First of all, thanks Sue and anyone else who was
involved in getting this organised. It was one
of the best things I have done all year and very
motivational. I can sometimes procrastinate and
experience “white fright”, thinking it’s going to be a
huge effort to get everything out and get started.
This made me grab my basic travelling kit and just
do it, whether it was in spare time, lunch break or
evening.
The biggest advantage for me is that having a set
time limit gives you permission to just start and
work naturally, leave mistakes alone and know that
anyone who views the painting is aware that you
worked quickly. It made you focus on the essential
information to convey, rather than fussing over
minor details. For me, getting the lights and darks
right, using pure unmuddied colours, and having
the confidence to be bold and take risks, were
what helped produce a painting that wasn’t overly
played around with.

Snow in Arrowtown

He encourages other to go “full speed” with watercolours.
“You need a good set up and you need to paint every
day, make the brush do things. “Don’t think “I’m going
to do a painting on Sunday” - it’s like a car engine, and it
goes best when it’s warmed up.” Keith is proud of the fact
that he has had his own style since he was 16 and believes that others should develop their own methods and
ideas and not be a slave to a particular taught method of
watercolour painting. He’s run workshops in the past but
feels that perhaps this leads students to too closely follow his patterns. He now prefers to see painters do their
own thing.

Working like this teaches you more than having
lots of time to cogitate. In just 5 days my painting
has become less hesitant, more experimental and
instinctive.
Indirectly, it has also created an interest in painting
within my work colleagues, as I did my last painting sitting at my desk while eating my lunch and
they have said they would like to give this a try.

Keith is an energetic man, full of life, enthusiastic and
fun to be with. He is generous with his time and happy
to show his studio and work. I’m sure that any passing
watercolourist would be welcomed at his studio in Marlborough, and all would be inspired. He’s got a great sense
of humour too... next time you see one of his harbour
scenes, or a painting of a city scenes with road signs,
look carefully. You will probably spot a boat or boats, or a
street, named for one, or all, of his three children.

Thanks, yes, please to doing something similar
again.”

The event will certainly be repeated!

Market stalls, Sorrento
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Alfred Memelink
Guest Artist for Splash 2018
Alfred Memelink joined Watercolour New Zealand in
1990 at which time it was The Wellington Watercolour
Society. He has served on the committee for the 25 years.
During his term as president, 2006 - 2009, many developments occurred. The membership of the society doubled,
the annual exhibition moved to a larger venue and was
trademarked as ‘Splash’, courses and beginner workshops
were established, the newsletter moved to full colour,
Alfred ran the first Painting Safari and the website was set
up. Alfred continues to provide wise guidance to the Committee, particularly in the world of online media.

Venue: The NZ Academy of Fine Arts,
Wednesday 31 Oct

Alfred has always been a consistent supporter of the arts
in the greater Wellington region having served for many
years with the New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts and
other groups.

Sunday 11 Nov
Monday 12 Nov

With great vision and courage he worked to establish his
beautiful Memelink Artspace, gallery and teaching venue.
Alfred is brilliant at “getting his work out there”. On one
day I admired a Memelink in the foyer of a funeral parlour
and the same evening, in a different town, admired
another in a cinema.

Tapuhi and the Wahine, 10th April 1968

1 Queens Wharf, Wellington
Closing date for Splash 2018
entry forms
Receiving day for entries
delivered
by hand 11am–2pm
Delivery day for couriered
entries 10am–4pm
Splash 2018 Opening

Thursday 15 Nov
16 Nov - 1 Dec Splash 2018 exhibition

season
Sunday 2 Dec Collection of unsold paintings
11am–12.30pm

Alfred gives personal encouragement to all. His experience enables him to see a future pathway for each artist.
He shares ideas with generosity, encourages, inspires and
open doors.
Sue Wild

Alfred writes:
One of my most vivid and engrained memories of childhood was of an afternoon one August school
holidays. The first week of the holidays were always fun and freedom from classes, but the 2nd week – well,
the days tended to become a little ‘Ho Hum’ and you ALMOST started to look forward to school again. So
one afternoon, late in the second week, I went up to mum, who was cooking in the kitchen and instead of
asking “What’s for Dinner?” I said to her surprise “Mum I’m Borrrrrred”. Mum dropped the wooden spoon
in the pot and promptly set up a small set of watercolours on the dining room table and a tiny blue vase
with a plastic red rose in it. She then gave me a small empty wooden frame that she had found at an op
shop. “Paint this” she said “and if you can, make it to fit in the frame.” An hour later I had finished and Mum
inserted the painting in the frame and put it on the mantel piece where it sat for about 20 years! I was so
pleased and satisfied with what I had achieved. I had created something and that hour turned out to be the
highlight of my school holidays.

Summer Twilight, Petone Wharf

What has stuck in my mind from this experience was how much joy one can get from a little dose of
creativity. That’s one reason I enjoy teaching - to help other people experience the same joy from creating
with watercolours. I have found teaching to be one of the most enjoyable aspects of running the gallery.
Introducing young and old to watercolours and seeing the joy that participants get from attending these
classes. It’s also fun watching new attendees arrive, some of whom seriously try to convince me that they’re
not artistic. “You’ll never get me to paint” they tell me. So I put a friendly wager, perhaps a bar of chocolate,
on it and I always win. It’s wonderful to see their beaming smiles of creative satisfaction at the end of a two
hour art class. They leave with a completed painting under their arm which they are so proud of.
The art classes for youth and adults have grown in popularity. The growing number of youth dedicated to
watercolour painting is really encouraging and it has been great to see this supported by Watercolour New
Zealand. Adult classes are nurtured along with a glass of wine to boost the inspiration process.
The gallery has certainly kept me busy since it opened nearly five years ago, with over 300 artists in all
genre now on board. Now there’s sometimes not even room to hang any my own paintings. With the work
involved in regularly changing exhibitions I seem to have less time to paint. So thanks for the invitation to
be guest artist for this 2018 Splash exhibition. It has made me dedicate more time to painting. I just realised
it’s August, so I had better make a start.

Autumn in Keburn
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Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz
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Framing for the Splash® exhibition and to sell
The cost of framing is a major consideration when preparing works
for exhibition. Each of us faces the challenges: choice of materials,
finding the right framer, pricing the work both to cover costs and
pay yourself as artist. The facts are
• when a watercolour is put under glass it sings
• framing in archival materials protects the paper from
deterioration
Brenda Innes, curator of the prestigious Camberwell Art Show in
Melbourne, has more 20 years experience with setting up exhibitions, initially as an artist and for more than 15 years working in
galleries. Over this time she has observed what type of framing
appeals to the widest audience. She gives this advice:
“The best framing is the framing you don’t notice.
Frame neutrally, which is different from conservatively. Neutral
implies:
a) Mounts / mats in white, off white and creamy tones

with acid free foam board. The tape must be archival quality framers tape.
Make sure that the size of your painting is right for the size of the
pre-made frame. A painting put into a pre-made frame of the
wrong size looks cheap and amateurish and is unlikely to sell.
Cockling of watercolour paper
The painting paper should be flat. Cockles or buckles caused by
watery washes or by framing the painting before it is completely
dry, will often show when the painting is hung because the lighting
from above will cast a curvy shadow on the painting. Cockles can
be avoided by stretching the paper before painting, or they can be
removed before framing by placing the painting face down, spraying the back with water, then placing a board and heavy books on
it while it dries. After removing the painting from the makeshift
press, allow at least a full day for the painting to dry. If a painting is
framed before it is 100% dry there is a high risk of mildew forming.

b) Mouldings / frames are simple/plain so they don’t overpower
the work. White or champagne colour frames harmonise with both
warm & cool toned paintings plus they suit more interiors.

white frame

Sunday 28 October, 9am–4pm, with 1 hour lunch break
Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
$95.

Morning tea provided, students bring their lunch

Enroll via website: www.kacc.org.nz
or email Margaret at: info@kacc.org.nz
chinese-style painting by Stan Chan

highlighted with the smallest touch of Dr Phil
Martin’s ‘Bleed Proof White’. We learned about
cold light and warm shadows, demonstrated
on the rose and how light describes the form.
Svetlana uses a large plastic palette with a
lid and has the pigments in the consistency
of thick cream so there are no interruptions
once she begins to paint.
On Sunday we were all full of excitement as
Svetlana demonstrated her technique for
painting fluffy animals using inks. What a
treat to watch a beautiful fluffy cat appear like
magic as gravity was used on a sheet of unstretched paper. The only time masking fluid
was used was for the eyes. An enthusiastic
group of cat lovers could hardly wait to paint
their beloved pets.

Thank you Svetlana for a truly memorable
weekend.
Jenny Walker

Sally Holmes by Svetlana Orinko

Review – Calligraphy workshop
Tutor: Daniel Reeve
The class ranged from competent
calligraphers to beginners, yet tutor Daniel
Reeve kept all engrossed and challenged. An
excellent document camera and projector
meant that all could clearly and closely
observe Daniel’s actions as he formed letters.
We focused on italics, learning the attributes
that characterise the script, along with
embellishments for the advanced among us.
Daniel used his own impressive calligraphic

A suggested formula is to have about 6 standard neutral and contemporary frames, one each for ¼, ½, & full sheets in both landscape and portrait format. Slot works in and out until a work is sold,
then replace the sold frame.”
Watercolour New Zealand guide for mat width

artworks to introduce us to a range of scripts
and forms of presentation. He instructed
us on how to combine calligraphy with
watercolour and the pros and cons of which
comes first – ink or paint. A very informative
day, providing us with plenty to practice.
There’s many an occasion where some neat
calligraphy can be used, from a birthday card
to an enhanced artwork. Thanks Dan.
Sue Wild

champagne-coloured frame

For a quarter sheet painting mat width is about 60 mmm.

Daniel Reeve demonstrates calligraphy

Review – Go with the Flow

For a half sheet painting mat width is about 75 mm.

Tutor: Jacky Pearson

The lower side of the mat is 10 to 15 mm wider than the sides.
Using pre-made frames
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Date:
Venue:
Fee:

‘Happy Green’ Indian Yellow (Schmincke)
mixed with Sap Green (Daniel Smith) and
sometimes a little Quinacridone Burnt Orange
is how we will remember our fabulous weekend with the highly talented Svetlana Orinko.
On Saturday Svetlana showed us her numerous techniques for applying watercolours to
Arches 300gsm cold pressed paper to create
visual harmony. Her demonstration was of
the beautiful rose, Sally Holmes. The first wash
was very wet with bold and loose pigments,
then allowed to dry thoroughly. She reiterated through the day the need to ‘plan ahead’
and light being the most important things.
We were all in awe when Svetlana demonstrated her lifting out techniques with the
Neef lifting brushes and gorgeous raindrops

Unfortunately, as with many things, artists can’t afford to be cheap
with their framing – it always shows and frankly if the artist doesn’t
honour/respect the work with good framing then a buyer generally
won’t either – only those buyers who can sniff a bargain and they
are not the preferred purchasers!

This year artists can enter smaller size-limited paintings as well as
the usual ‘open-size’ works. For these some may consider pre-made
frames, such as those sold by retail chains. As Brenda Innes says “Be
very careful about the cheaper timber mouldings – generally they
are the type that has a ‘certificate frame’ feel about them.” Take time
to inspect the frame for dents, paint damage and poor corners. The
mat provided will often be too narrow and the backing board will
be cardboard. Have a replacement mat of archival mount board
made to the size recommended above. Replace the backing board

The workshop will cover both Chinese ink brush style and water colour. During the
workshop, Stan will demonstrate the simple way to paint water colour using the
Chinese ink brush strokes and washes on water colour paper and rice paper. The
subjects covered will be painting flowers, birds and wild life. Materials list will be
provided after enrolment.

Tutor: Svetlana Orinko

If you imagine your work on anonymous walls you need to acknowledge the sometimes unpalatable truth that the work must
“match the décor”! I have seen clients walk straight past very good
paintings without acknowledging them or shown them works I
know they would like but on asking why they are not enthused
their response is invariably “the mount/moulding would not work
with the furniture, carpet, wall colour…” Look at the framing of
the most successful artists and invariably the works are neutrally
framed to maximize the potential sales.

The mat should give visual breathing space between the painting
and frame, not too much and not too little.

in association with Karori Arts and Craft Centre
Tutor: Stan Chan

Review – Pushing Boundaries in Watercolour

Why choose neutral colours?

Be aware of how your painting will “sit” with other paintings in
an exhibition. Consider the challenges of hanging an exhibition
so that the artwork is presented as a harmonious whole with all
paintings seen and not clashing with other works. As a general rule
those paintings that are framed neutrally will have a prime position
in a show because they will work together harmoniously and have
wider appeal to potential buyers. Very individually or vibrantly
framed works (including richly toned mounts) will be more difficult
to hang and may not be placed in a prime position for potential
sales.

CHINESE STYLE PAINTING One Day Workshop

WORKSHOPS

cockled paper casting shadows
Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

Fabulous! . . . the best word I can think of
right now to describe this workshop. A
dictionary definition of fabulous is ‘extremely
pleasing’ and it really was a weekend of
extremely pleasing watercolour tuition
and practice resulting in both a completed
landscape and a street scene together with
a host of advice about colour mixing and
techniques. A lot of ground was covered,
including the use of the ‘Golden Mean’
rather than the ‘Rule of Thirds’ when placing
www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz

the focal point(s) in a composition and
the focus of achieving a successful wash
‘flowed’ around the juggling of ‘water,
pigment, timing & gravity’. Jacky’s natural
teaching ability enabled everyone to gain
much during these two days and to advance
their individual artistic skills whether a
beginner, intermediate painter or the more
experienced watercolour artist.
Stephen Gilliver

The Eastbourne Bus, Petone by Jacky Pearson
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Outdoor Painting Groups
WELLINGTON GROUP 10:00am - Followed by coffee/brunch in a nearby café

The Wellington group is joining ‘The Outdoor Art Club’ run by Martin Jenkins.
A reminder email will be sent as usual.
23 September
28 October
25 November

Katherine Mansfield Park, Fitzherbert Terrace, Thorndon
Worser Bay, Seatoun
Khandallah Park, Woodmancote Road

KAPITI GROUP 10:00am Coordinator: Audrey Moore (04) 9046382
- Followed by coffee/lunch in a nearby café

2 September
7 October
4 November
3 December

Vicki Botha’s garden: Manu Grove, Waikanae.
Wetland Reserve at Barbara Austin’s farm, 150 Taylors Rd, just north of
Otaki. Turn right at railway - green garage at gate
Kapiti Arts Trail - no painting - enjoy the trail
Waikanae River mouth area

OTHER DATES for your Diary
21–25 September

Watercolour New Zealand Safari to Napier

28 October

Workshop with tutor Stan Chan – details on page 15

31 October

Closing date for Splash 2018 entries

11 November 11am–2pm

Receiving day for Splash entries delivered by hand

12 November

Delivery day for Splash couriered entries

15 November

Splash 2018 Opening

16 November–1 December

Splash 2018 exhibition season

2 December 11am–12:30pm

Collection of unsold paintings

artists

,

BRUSH

SALE
25% O F F !

UPTO

SEVEN STORES NATIONWID E

www.gordonharris.co.nz

Sale Ends:24/9/18

